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output from the potential of a ?rst of the poles of a direct
voltage side of the converter to that of a second of the poles
and then back to the one of the ?rst pole the second
commutation process is started before the ?rst one has been

completed.
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device so as to restrict the turn-off losses in the controllable

FIELD OF THE INVENTION AND PRIOR ART

semiconductor devices of the current valves of the converter,
i.e. the losses in the controllable semiconductor devices
When these are turned off. It is also knoWn to provide the

[0001] The present invention relates to a converter accord
ing to the preamble of claim 1 and a method for control of

said snubber capacitors in connection With commutation of
the phase current. It gets hereby also possible to restrict

such a converter.

turn-on losses in the controllable semiconductor devices of
the current valves, i.e. the losses in the controllable semi

converter With a so-called resonance circuit for recharging

[0002]

The invention relates especially to a VSC-con

verter. A VSC-converter for connection betWeen a direct

conductor devices When these are turned on.

voltage netWork and an alternating voltage netWork is
already knoWn through for eXample the thesis “PWM and
control of tWo and three level High PoWer Voltage Source

[0005] One type of the converter provided With a reso
nance circuit developed and used is the ARCP-converter

Converters” by Anders Lindberg, Kungliga Tekniska
Hogskolan, Stockholm, 1995, in Which publication a plant

Pole). An ARCP-converter comprises a series connection of
at least tWo intermediate link capacitors betWeen the tWo
poles of the direct voltage side of the converter, Which series
connection is through a midpoint, hereinafter called inter

for transmission of electric poWer through a direct voltage

netWork for high voltage direct current (HVDC) While
utiliZing such converters is described. KnoWn are also plants
for transmitting electric poWer betWeen a direct voltage
netWork and an alternating voltage netWork based on line

commutated CSC (Current Source Converters)—converters
used in stations for poWer transmission. HoWever, another
Way to proceed is described in this thesis, Which is based on

instead using VSC (Voltage Source Converter)—converters
for forced commutation for transmitting electric poWer

betWeen a direct voltage netWork being thereby voltage-stiff,
in the actual case for high voltage direct current, and

alternating voltage netWorks connected thereto, Which offers
a plurality of considerable advantages With respect to the use
of line-commutated CSC-converters in HVDC, among
Which it may be mentioned that the How of active and
reactive poWer may be controlled independently of each
other and there is no risk for commutation faults in the
converter and thereby no risk for transfer of commutation
faults betWeen the different HVDC-links, Which may be the
case With line-commutated CSC-converters. Furthermore, it
is possible to feed a Weak alternating voltage netWork or a
netWork Without any generation of its oWn (a dead alternat

ing voltage netWork). Further advantages are also there.
[0003] The converter according to the invention may be a
part of a plant for transmitting electric poWer through a

direct voltage netWork for high voltage direct current

already knoWn (ARCP=AuXiliary Resonant Commutated

mediate link midpoint, divided into tWo equal parts so as to

in the intermediate link midpoint provide a potential sub
stantially corresponding to the average of the potentials of
the tWo poles. Aconverter of this type is already knoWn from
for example US. Pat. No. 5,047,913.

[0006] Aconverter according to the invention is preferably
controlled through so called PWM-modulation, Which in a

voltage-stiff tWo level converter is characteriZed by chang
ing the phase potential on one of the phase outputs betWeen

tWo discrete levels —Ud/2 and +Ud/2 (the phase potential is
then related to the midpoint of the intermediate link). The
time average of the frequency by Which the change takes
place is usually constant and is called the commutation

frequency or sWitching frequency. The change betWeen the
tWo levels shall in the ideal case be instantaneous, but it

occurs in the practice during a de?nite period of time during
Which the phase potential gradually changes from one level
to the other. This is especially the case in converters of
quasi-resonant type, such as ARCP-converters. It may under
certain circumstances be desired from the modulation point
of vieW to be able to rapidly carry out a commutation

sequence meaning a phase potential change from one pole to
the other and back (+Ud/2Q—Ud/2—>+Ud/2 or —Ud/2—>+Ud/
2Q—Ud/2). Expressed in another Way, this means that the

(HVDC), so as to for eXample transmit electric poWer from

time integral, called \PcOmm, of the voltage difference by
Which the phase potential deviates from the potential of the

the direct voltage netWork to an alternating voltage netWork.

?rst pole, shall be made as small as possible in a commu

The converter has in this case a direct voltage side thereof

tation sequence being as quick as possible. It may then be
desired to make said time integral smaller than achievable
by performing a conventional commutation from the ?rst
pole to the second pole and then Without any delay a
conventional commutation from the second pole back to the
?rst pole. It should be noted that the ?rst and the second

connected to the direct voltage netWork and the alternating
voltage side thereof connected to the alternating voltage
netWork. HoWever, the converter according to the invention
may also be directly connected to a load, such as a high
voltage generator or motor, in Which the converter has either

the direct voltage side thereof or the alternating voltage side
thereof connected to the generator/the motor. The invention
is not restricted to these applications, but the converter may
just as Well be adapted for conversion in an SVC (Static Var
Compensator) or in a back-to-back station. The voltages on
the direct voltage side of the converter are advantageously

high, 10-400 kV, preferably 130-400 kV. The converter
according to the invention may also be a part of other types

of FACTS-devices (FACTS=FleXible Alternating Current
Transmission) than those mentioned above.
[0004] It is already knoWn to arrange capacitive members
in the form of so called snubber capacitors connected in

parallel With the respective controllable semiconductor

pole, respectively, in said process may be constituted by both
poles of the direct voltage intermediate link.
[0007] The duration of the commutations in a converter of
the type described in US. Pat. No. 5,047,913 is as men

tioned normally longer than in conventional so called hard
sWitched converters. This duration depends upon the mag
nitude of the phase current. These sloW commutations
constitute a draWback, since they restrict the maXimum
modulation degree of the converter. The modulation degree
a is de?ned as the relationship betWeen on one hand the

average of the phase potential during a commutation interval
(i.e. an interval With the duration l/fsw, Where fSW is the
commutation frequency) and on the other half the voltage
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between said tWo poles of the direct voltage side of the
converter.

total snubber capacitance connected in series for said main
valves and When present the capacitance of a capacitor
possibly located betWeen the phase output and the interme
diate link midpoint, and the control arrangement is adapted
to make the limits for said time interval depending upon the
result of this comparison. It has been found that the mag
nitude of the phase current With respect to this peak reso
nance current through the auxiliary valve ires is of vital

[0008] This maximum modulation degree may be

importance for hoW big the overlap, i.e. said time interval,

expressed as:

may be made betWeen the tWo commutation processes. By

carrying out said comparison the maximum modulation

[0009] in Which fSW is the commutation frequency of the
converter and Ud is the voltage betWeen the tWo poles of the
direct voltage side of the converter.

degree of the converter may be increased as much as the
conditions in each individual moment alloW.

[0016] The invention also relates to a computer program
and a computer readable medium according to the corre

[0010] It appears from the preambles of the independent
converter and method claim, respectively, that the invention

sponding appended claims. It is easily understood that the
method according to the invention de?ned in the appended

is directed to the Way of controlling a converter of this type

set of method claims is Well suited to be carried out through
program instructions from a processor Which may be in?u

in that part of the phase current period, in Which this is
comparatively high and there is normally no requirement of
any assistance from the resonance circuit for carrying out a

commutation from the state, in Which the phase current

enced by a computer program provided With the program

steps in question.

?oWs through a controllable semiconductor device of a
valve to a state, in Which the phase current instead ?oWs
through a rectifying member, such as a diode, of another
valve.

[0017] Further preferred embodiments of the converter
according to the invention and the method according to the
invention appear from the other dependent claims and the

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

The object of the present invention is to provide a

converter and a method of the type de?ned in the introduc
tion, Which enable an increase of the maximum modulation
degree of such a converter at phase currents exceeding a

predetermined value.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Said object is according to the invention obtained
by providing a converter and a method according to the

appended independent converter and method claims, respec

tively.
[0013] By interlacing tWo subsequent commutation pro
cesses so that a second commutation process is started

before the ?rst commutation process has been completed,
the voltage time area lost during the tWo commutation
processes may be reduced considerably. This means that the
maximum modulation or control degree of the converter
may be increased and in the practice more poWer is delivered
on the alternating voltage side of the converter. It Will also
be possible to obtain a better curve shape on the alternating

folloWing description.

[0018] With reference to the appended draWings, beloW
folloWs a speci?c description of preferred embodiments of
the invention cited as examples.

[0019]

FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed circuit diagram illustrating a

converter according to a ?rst embodiment of the invention,

[0020]

FIG. 2 is a simpli?ed circuit diagram illustrating a

converter according to a second embodiment of the inven

tion,
[0021]

FIGS. 3-5 shoW current and voltage curves during

different commutation processes,

[0022] FIG. 6 is a simpli?ed block diagram illustrating the
control system for carrying out the method according to the

invention,
[0023] FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating Within Which current
limit values tWo subsequent commutation processes may be
carried out according to the method according to the present

invention, and

voltage side and thereby reduce the problems of harmonics.

[0024] FIGS. 8-10 shoW current and voltage curves during
commutation processes for three preferred embodiments of
the method according to the invention.

[0014] According to a preferred embodiment of the inven
tion the converter comprises members adapted to compare
the phase current measured by said means Withires, in Which

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0025]

A converter according to an embodiment of the

invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. The converter is a so
im = —

Z

Laux

called VSC-converter. Only the part of the converter con
nected to one phase of an alternating voltage phase line is
shoWn in FIG. 1, in Which the number of phases is normally
three, but it is also possible that this constitutes the entire

[0015] in Which Ud is the voltage betWeen said tWo poles

converter When this is connected to a one phase alternating

on the direct voltage side of the converter, Lan is the

voltage netWork. The part shoWn of the converter constitutes
a so called phase leg and a converter adapted for for example

inductance of the resonance circuit and CS is the sum of the
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a three phase alternating voltage network comprises three
phase legs of the type shoWn.
[0026] VSC-converters are known in various embodi
ments. A VSC-converter comprises in all embodiments a
number of so called current valves, hereinafter called main
valves, Which each comprises a controllable semiconductor

device, such as an IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor)
or a GTO (Gate Turn-Off Thyristor), and a rectifying mem
ber in the form of a diode, a so called free-Wheeling diode,

connected in series may be more as Well as feWer to the

number. The number of said circuits 12 connected in series

in the respective main valve 2, 3 may depending upon inter
alia the voltage for Which the converter is designed be from
tWo up to several hundreds.

[0030]

Each of the circuits 12 connected in series of the

respective main valve 2, 3 is provided With a capacitor 15,
here called snubber capacitor, connected in parallel With the
controllable semiconductor component 13 of the circuit. The

connected in anti-parallel thereWith. Each controllable semi

capacitance of the respective snubber capacitor 15 has to be

conductor device is in high voltage applications normally

so high that a good voltage distribution over the controllable

constituted by a number of controllable semiconductor com

semiconductor components 13 included in the respective
main valve is possible When turning the controllable semi
conductor components of the main valve off. The choice of
capacitance of the snubber capacitors 15 is adapted to the
case in question and depends among other things upon the
current handling capability of the controllable semiconduc
tor components 13 and the rectifying components 14. The

ponents connected in series and controlled simultaneously,
such as a number of individual IGBTs or GTOs. A com

paratively high number of such semiconductor devices are

namely required in high voltage applications for blocking
the voltage to be blocked by each main valve in the blocked
state. Each rectifying member is in a corresponding Way
constituted by a number of rectifying components connected
in series. The controllable semiconductor components and
rectifying components are in the main valve arranged in a
plurality of circuits connected in series, Which circuits each
comprises among others a controllable semiconductor com

ponent and a rectifying component connected in anti-parallel
thereWith.

[0027]

The phase leg of the converter 1 illustrated in FIG.

1 has tWo main valves 2, 3 connected in series betWeen the
tWo poles 4, 5 of a direct voltage side of the converter. A
direct voltage intermediate link 6 comprising at least tWo so
called intermediate link capacitors is present betWeen the
tWo poles 4, 5. The intermediate link 6 of the converter
illustrated in FIG. 1 comprises tWo intermediate link capaci
tors 7, 8 connected in series. A midpoint 9, here called

intermediate link midpoint, betWeen these capacitors 7, 8 is
here, as usually, connected to ground, so that in this Way the

potentials +Ud/2 and —Ud/2, respectively, are provided on
the respective pole, in Which Ud is the voltage betWeen the
tWo poles 4, 5. HoWever, the midpoint 9 does not necessarily

snubber capacitors 15 contribute inter alia to a restriction of
the turn-off losses of the main valves, i.e. the losses in the
controllable semiconductor components When these are
turned off.

[0031]

When the semiconductor components 13 of a main

valve are turned off the snubber capacitors connected across

these semiconductor components 13 Will be charged. If the
snubber capacitors 15 still have this charge When the semi
conductor components 13 are then turned on turn-on losses

Will occur in the semiconductor components 13. The snub

ber capacitors 15 having a comparatively high capacitance
being an option in this conteXt give in this case rise to very
high turn-on losses, Which turn-on losses make the use of

high sWitching frequencies impossible. For eliminating or at
least reducing these turn-on losses, and enable use of high
sWitching frequencies, the snubber capacitors 15 are built in
into a resonance circuit 16. It gets hereby possible to cause
a discharging of the snubber capacitors 15 of a main valve

When the semiconductor components 13 of this main valve
shall be turned on, so that the voltage across the respective

SVC-applications.

semiconductor component 13 is equal to or close to Zero
When it is turned on, by Which the turn-on losses are
restricted.

[0028] A midpoint 10 of the series connection betWeen the
tWo main valves 2 and 3, Which constitutes the phase output
of the converter, is connected to an alternating voltage phase

[0032] It is also possible to let a capacitor arranged
betWeen the phase output 10 and the midpoint 9 of the direct

have to be grounded, Which is for eXample the case in

line 11. Said series connection is in this Way divided into tWo

equal parts With a main valve 2 and 3, respectively, in each
such part. Thus, the converter comprises in the embodiment
With three phase legs three phase outputs, Which are con
nected to an alternating voltage phase line each of a three

voltage intermediate link to be a part of the resonance circuit
16.

phase alternating voltage netWork. The phase outputs are
normally connected to the alternating voltage netWork
through electrical equipment in the form of breakers, trans

[0033] The converters illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 are of
the type called ARCP-converters. The resonance circuit 16
is here of a so called quasi-resonance type, Which means that
the resonance is only initiated in connection With a com
mutation of the current betWeen tWo main valves, i.e. When
the potential on the phase output of the converter is to be

formers etc.

changed.

[0029] The respective main valve 2, 3 in the embodiment

[0034]

shoWn comprises a number of circuits 12 connected in series

ment shoWn in FIG. 1 a series connection of an inductor 17

in accordance With the description above, Which circuits
each comprise a controllable semiconductor component 13,
a GTO, and a rectifying component 14 in the form of a
diode, a so called free-Wheeling diode, connected in anti

and an auXiliary valve 18 betWeen the phase output 10 and
the midpoint 9 of said series connection of intermediate link
capacitors 7, 8. The auxiliary valve 18 comprises here a set
of tWo auXiliary valve circuits 19 connected in series, Which
each comprises a controllable semiconductor component 20,

parallel thereWith. Each main valve 2, 3 comprises in the

such as an IGBT, an IGCT, a MOSFET, a JFET, an MCT or

embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1 tWo circuits 12 of the type
described above connected in series, but the circuits 12

connected in anti-parallel thereWith. The controllable semi

such as an IGBT, an IGCT, a MOSFET, a JFET, an MCT or

The resonance circuit 16 comprises in the embodi

a GTO, and a rectifying component 21 in the form of a diode

US 2004/0057261 A1

conductor components 20 of the tWo auxiliary valve circuits
19 are arranged in opposite polarity With respect to each
other. This auxiliary valve 18 constitutes a bi-directional
valve, Which may be brought to conduct in one or the other
direction. The auxiliary valve is according to an alternative

embodiment realiZed through tWo thyristors connected in

anti-parallel.
[0035] The expression auxiliary valve means in this
description and the folloWing patent claims a current valve
included in a resonance circuit 16 of the converter.

[0036] The auxiliary valve 18 may also comprise a plu
rality of sets of auxiliary valve circuits connected in series
When suitable, such as illustrated in FIG. 2. The resonance
circuit comprises in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 2 an

auxiliary valve 18 comprising a plurality of sets 22 of
auxiliary valve circuits connected in series, in Which each set
comprises tWo auxiliary valve circuits 19 of the type
described above connected in series. Only tWo sets 22 of
auxiliary valve circuits in the auxiliary valve 18 are shoWn
in FIG. 2, but the number of such sets may be considerably
higher than this. The number of sets of auxiliary valve
circuits of the auxiliary valve 18 may be optimiZed depend
ing upon the number of circuits 12 of the main valves 2, 3
connected in series, and it depends among other things upon
Which voltage the auxiliary valve has to be able to block in
the blocking state and the properties of the individual
semiconductor components 20 used. It may more generally
be noticed that the auxiliary valve 18 in the blocking state
generally has only to block half the intermediate link volt
age, i.e. Ud/2, in contrast to the main valves 2, 3, Which each
has to be dimensioned for being able to block the entire
intermediate link voltage Ud in the blocked state.

[0037] Each set 22 of auxiliary valve circuits 19 of the
auxiliary valve 18 is suitably, such as illustrated in FIG. 2,
provided With a control unit 23 of its oWn, Which is adapted
to control the turning-on of the control semiconductor
components 20 included in said set, in Which all the control
units 23 of the auxiliary valve are connected to a common

control arrangement 24 adapted to send control signals to all
these control units 23. A simultaneous control of all the

auxiliary valve circuits 19 of the auxiliary valve is ensured
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tion and in the appended claims called “the ?rst main valve”
or “the outgoing main valve” and the main valve to be
current set through commutation is called “the second main
valve”. It is understood that it varies in each speci?c case
Which one of the tWo main valves 2, 3 illustrated in FIGS.
1 and 2 constitutes “the ?rst” and “the second” main valve,
respectively, at each speci?c commutation occasion.
[0041] “A commutation not assisted by the resonance
circuit” means in this description and in the appended claims
that the series connection of auxiliary valve 18 and inductor
17 included in the resonance circuit does not participate in
the commutation process. HoWever, the capacitive mem

bers, ie the snubber capacitors 15, participate of course in
this commutation process. The expression “a commutation
assisted by the resonance circuit” means correspondingly
that the series connection of the auxiliary valve 18 and the
inductor 17 included in the resonance circuit participates in
the commutation process.
[0042] A ?rst commutation process means commutation
of the phase current from a controllable semiconductor
device of a conducting ?rst main valve 2, 3 to a rectifying
member of a second main valve 3, 2 Without assistance of
the resonance circuit 16. The commutation process is initi

ated by turning the controllable semiconductor device of the
?rst main valve off, in Which the phase current iph causes a

charging of the capacitive members of the ?rst main valve,
ie the snubber capacitors 15 thereof, and a discharging of
the capacitive members of the second main valve, ie the

snubber capacitors 15 thereof. The phase potential Will
hereby sWing from one pole to the other pole. The change of
the current iigbt and the voltage uigbt of the controllable
semiconductor device of the ?rst main valve and the phase
potential uph during the commutation process are illustrated
in FIG. 3. The controllable semiconductor device of the ?rst
main valve is turned off at the time to, in Which the current
through the semiconductor device in the ideal case goes
directly doWn to Zero. The semiconductor device Will in the

reality have a certain post-conducting current. The phase
current iph Will then cause a charging of the capacitive
members of the ?rst main valve, in Which the voltage
thereacross and thereby across the controllable semiconduc
tor device increases substantially linearly from Zero to a

by this.

value Ud corresponding to the voltage betWeen the poles 4,

[0038] Furthermore, it is preferred that each of the con
trollable semiconductor components 13 included in the main
valves 2, 3 of the converter, as illustrated in FIG. 2, is

5. It is understood that the turning off of the semiconductor
device of the ?rst main valve may take place substantially
Without any poWer losses.

provided With a control unit 25 of its oWn adapted to control
turn on and turn off of the semiconductor component 13, in
Which all control units 25 of the main valves are connected
to a common control arrangement 24, Which is adapted to
send control signals to all control units 25 included in a main
valve 2, 3. A simultaneous control of all the semiconductor
components 13 in a main valve is ensured by this. The
control units 23 of the auxiliary valve and the control units

[0043] A second commutation process means commuta
tion of the phase current from a controllable semiconductor

25 of the main valves are here connected to one and the same

control arrangement 24, Which is preferred.
[0039] There are three basic processes or procedures for
commutation of the phase current of a converter of the type
illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, Which basic processes Will be

brie?y described in the folloWing.

device of the conducting ?rst main valve 2, 3 to a rectifying
member of a second main valve 3, 2 With assistance of the
resonance circuit 16. This commutation process is utiliZed
When the phase currents are loW so as to speed up the

commutation, and this commutation process is accordingly
outside the scope of the present invention, but it is for the
sake of illumination brie?y described here. The commuta
tion process is initiated by turning on the controllable
semiconductor device (the embodiment according to FIG.
1), or When applicable the controllable semiconductor
devices (the embodiment according to FIG. 2) having a
voltage thereacross of the auxiliary valve. At the same time
or before the semiconductor device(-s) of the auxiliary valve

[0040] The main valve initially conducting current, ie

are turned on the semiconductor device of the ?rst main

when the commutation process is initiated, is in this descrip

valve is turned off. Aresonance period is noW started, during
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Which the resonance circuit provides a current to the phase

output 9 contributing to the charging of the snubber capaci
tors 15 of the ?rst main valve and discharging of the snubber
capacitors 15 of the second main valve. After the voltage
across the second main valve has fallen to Zero or to a value

close to Zero the controllable semiconductor device of the
second main valve is turned on. In connection With or after
the current in the resonance circuit has fallen to Zero the

controllable semiconductor device(-s) 20 initially turned on
of the auxiliary valve 18 is (are) turned off.
[0044] The change of the current ires through the reso
nance circuit and the phase potential uph during the com
mutation process described above is illustrated in FIG. 4.

difference by Which the phase potential deviates from the
potential of the ?rst pole shall be made small during a
commutation sequence being as quick as possible. It may
then be desired to make said time integral smaller than
achievable by carrying out a conventional commutation,
according to the above, from the ?rst pole to the second pole
and then Without any delay a conventional commutation
from the second pole back to the ?rst pole. The method
according to the invention may under these circumstances be
utiliZed for reducing said time integral further.

[0049] The converter according to the invention is pro
vided With means for measuring the phase current iph, Which
are schematically indicated at 31 in FIG. 6, Which means is

The controllable semiconductor device(-s) of the auxiliary

adapted to transmit measuring signals to the control arrange

valve 18 is (are) turned on at the time to. In the case
illustrated in FIG. 4 the controllable semiconductor device
of the ?rst main valve is turned off at the same time to.

ment 24.

[0045] A third commutation process means commutation
of the phase current from a rectifying member of a conduct
ing ?rst main valve 2, 3 to a controllable semiconductor
device of a second main valve 3, 2 With the assistance of the
resonance circuit. The commutation process is initiated by

turning on the controllable semiconductor component (the
embodiment according to FIG. 1), or When applicable the
controllable semiconductor components (the embodiment
according to FIG. 2), Which has (have) a voltage thereacross
of the auxiliary valve and turning off the controllable semi
conductor devices of the ?rst main valve 2, 3, in Which a
so-called ramping-up period is initiated. The current in the

resonance circuit increases during the ramping-up period
in?uenced by the voltage udl, ud2 across each of the inter
mediate link capacitors 7, 8 from Zero to a value correspond

ing to the phase current iph. When the current through the
resonance circuit reaches a value corresponding to the phase

current iph the resonance period is started, during Which the
snubber capacitors 15 of the ?rst main valve are charged and
the snubber capacitors 15 of the second main valve are
discharged. When the voltage across the second main valve
has fallen to Zero or to a value close to Zero the controllable

semiconductor device of the second main valve is turned on.

A so-called ramping-doWn period is started after the reso
nance period, during Which the current decreases to Zero

from a value corresponding to the phase current iph. When
the ramping doWn period has passed and the current in the
resonance circuit has fallen to Zero the controllable semi

conductor component(-s) 20 initially turned on of the aux

iliary valve 18 is (are) turned off.

[0050] Thus, the method according to the invention relates
to carrying out tWo subsequent commutation processes for

changing the phase potential on the phase output 10 from the
potential of a ?rst 4, 5 of the poles to that of a second 5, 4
of the poles and then back to that of the ?rst pole, i.e.
carrying out the commutation processes according to FIGS.
3 and 5 in a roW. More exactly, the method according to the
invention is directed to start the second commutation before
the ?rst one is terminated. This means in the practice that
When the commutation process according to FIG. 3 is
started, i.e. from the controllable semiconductor device to

the rectifying member, the commutation process according
to FIG. 5 is started, i.e. from the rectifying member to the

controllable semiconductor device, before the entire voltage
betWeen the tWo poles of the direct voltage side ud is applied
across the semiconductor device turned off according to

FIG. 3. Conversely, When starting by a commutation process
according to FIG. 5, i.e. from a rectifying member to a
controllable semiconductor device, the commutation pro
cess according to FIG. 3 is begun by turning the controllable
semiconductor device off before the commutation process
according to FIG. 5 is completely terminated. The modu
lator determines if and in Which degree the method shall be
utiliZed, i.e. hoW great the overlap of the ?rst and the second
commutations shall be. The requirement that the system
after the commutation sequence shall return to the initial
state puts an upper limit for the siZe of the overlap. HoW
great the different time overlaps may be at a maximum

depends upon the magnitude of the phase current With
respect to the peak value of the current in the resonance
circuit ires, Which is de?ned as

[0046] The change of the current ires through the reso
nance circuit and the phase potential uph during the com

A.
Ud
1'“ _ 7

mutation process described above are illustrated in FIG. 5.

[0047]

CS
La...

The converter according to the invention is pref

erably controlled through the PWM-technique (PWM=Pulse
Width Modulation), in Which the control arrangement 24 is

[0051]

according to the above.

provided With signals representing the desired commutation
times from a modulator 30 schematically illustrated in FIG.
6.

[0048] It may under certain circumstances be desired from
the modulation point of vieW that a commutation sequence
meaning a phase potential change from one pole to the other
and back to the ?rst (+Ud/2Q—Ud/2—>+Ud/2 or —Ud/2Q+

[0052] A more detailed description of the commutation
sequences according to the invention is given in the folloW

ing.

Ud/2Q—Ud/2) may take place rapidly. Expressed in another

[0053] The case in Which the commutation process
according to FIG. 3 is the ?rst one and the one according to
FIG. 5 is the second one is discussed. The control arrange
ment 24 in the converter according to the invention is then

Way, this means that the time integral (\PcOmm) of the voltage

adapted to deliver control signals in the folloWing order:
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[0054]

in a ?rst step a turn-off signal to the control

lable semiconductor 13 conducting the phase current
of the ?rst main valve,
[0055]

in a second step a turn-on signal to the con

trollable semiconductor component 20, Which had
initially no voltage thereacross of the auxiliary valve

18,
[0056]

in a third step a turn-on signal to said con

trollable semiconductor device in the ?rst main valve
2 When the capacitive member 15 associated there
With has been discharged so that the voltage across
this main valve has fallen to substantially Zero, and
[0057]

[0061] This is required for making the phase potential uph
completely change to that of the opposite pole of the

in a fourth step a turn-off signal to the con

trollable semiconductor component 20 of the main
valve turned on in the second step.

[0058] In the case that it is desired to make said time
integral II'comm smaller than achievable through a conven

tional method, the control arrangement is adapted to in the
second step send the turn-on signal to the controllable
semiconductor component 20 of the auXiliary valve before
the voltage across the ?rst main valve has become approXi
mately just as high as the intermediate link voltage Ud
betWeen the tWo poles of the direct voltage side of the
converter. For deciding hoW much earlier the second com
mutation process may be started than the ?rst one is termi
nated the converter comprises a member 32 adapted to
compare the phase current measured by the means 31 With

intermediate link to the one initially connected to the phase
output When the controllable semiconductor device con
ducted the phase current, Which in its turn is necessary for
completing the subsequent resonant transition back to the

original state.
[0062] If instead the ?rst commutation process is started at
the time When the phase current ?oWs through a rectifying
member of one of the main valves, the ?rst one of the tWo

commutation processes is started by in a ?rst step sending a
turn-on signal to the controllable semiconductor component
20 having a voltage thereacross of the auXiliary valve and a
turn-off signal to the controllable semiconductor component

13‘ connected in anti-parallel With the rectifying member
conducting the phase current in the second main valve 3.
More eXactly, the control arrangement 24 is then adapted to
carry out the tWo subsequent commutation processes by

delivering in the folloWing order:
[0063]

ires. TWo cases may then occur:

[0059] 1. The comparison of the comparing member
shoWs that the phase current iph is higher than ires,
and the second step may then be started at any time

parallel With the conducting rectifying member 14‘,

respectively,
[0064]

in a second step a turn-on signal to the con
trollable semiconductor device 13 in the ?rst main

after starting the ?rst step, even at the same time as

valve 2 When as a consequence of the ?rst step the

this step. Thus, it is possible to send a turn-on signal
to the controllable semiconductor component of the

capacitive member 15 associated thereWith has been
discharged so that the voltage across this valve has

auXiliary valve at the same time as a turn-off signal
is sent to the controllable semiconductor device

conducting the phase current of the ?rst main valve.
Exactly this case is illustrated in FIG. 8. An already
knoWn conventional control of the tWo commutation
processes according to FIGS. 3 and 5 one after the
other is shoWn through dashed lines, While the full

in a ?rst step a said turn-on signal and a said

turn-off signal to the controllable semiconductor
component 20 of the auXiliary valve and the con
trollable semiconductor device 13‘ connected in anti

become substantially Zero,
[0065] in a third step a turn-off signal to the control
lable semiconductor device 13 of the ?rst main valve
2 turned on in the second step,
[0066]

in a fourth step a turn-off signal to the con

trollable semiconductor component 20 of the auXil
iary valve 18 turned on in the ?rst step.

lines illustrate a control according to a maXimum

utiliZation of the invention, in Which the second
commutation process is started at the same time as

[0067]

the ?rst one by starting said second step at the same
time as the ?rst step. The development of the phase
potential uph on the phase output 10 and the current

the comparison by the comparing member of the phase
current iph With ires, namely according to the folloWing:

ires through the auXiliary valve is illustrated here. It
appears that the maXimum possible Won voltage time
area 6111mm is considerable, Which means a possi
bility to an increase of the maXimum modulation

[0068] 1. If the comparison of the comparing member
shoWs that the phase current iph measured is higher
than ires, the turn-off signal may in the third step be
sent to the controllable semiconductor device of the
?rst main valve at the earliest When the current

degree of the converter.

[0060] 2. The comparison of the comparing member
shoWs that the phase current iph is loWer than ires. The

TWo cases may occur depending upon the result of

through said auXiliary valve ires has decreased beloW

51.151.241.52

turn-on signal according to step 2 may in this case be
sent to the controllable semiconductor component of

[0069]

the auXiliary valve, ie the auXiliary valve may be

of the auXiliary valve. This case is shoWn in FIG. 9, Which
shoWs results obtained by simulations. A process With a
maXimum utiliZation of the method according to the inven
tion (full lines) is here compared, such as in FIG. 8, With a

turned on, not earlier than When the voltage uS across
the controllable semiconductor device 13 turned off
in step 1 has increased to a level being at least

This is necessary for making the current in the

auXiliary valve return to Zero so as to alloW a natural turn-off
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process utilizing a conventional method With the commuta
tion processes according to FIG. 5 and FIG. 3, one after the

other. The voltage time area 6111mm Won by utiliZing the
method according to the invention results in a possibility to
an increase of the maximum modulation or control degree of
the converter according to the invention.

[0070] 2. The comparison of the comparing member
shoWs that the phase current iph is loWer than ires, and
the sending of the turn-off signal to the controllable
semiconductor device in the third step may then take

place considerably earlier, it is even possible to
refrain from turning the controllable semiconductor
device in the second step on. This results in the

quickest possible combined commutation process. It
is here also possible to turn the auXiliary valve circuit
being anti-parallel With the one turned on in the ?rst
step on at a time before the current in the resonance
circuit reaches Zero, so that in such a case the current

Will continue to How in the opposite direction after

the Zero crossing and thereby speed up the recharg
ing of the snubber capacitors 15. This case is illus
trated in FIG. 10 Which shoWs the result of a
simulation. A comparison similar to the one carried
out in FIGS. 8 and 9 of a case When the method
according to the invention is utiliZed to a maXimum
and a method according to the prior art also takes

place here. The gain in voltage time area 6111mm and
thereby the increase of the maXimum modulation
degree of the converter is also here considerable.
[0071] The invention is of course not in any Way restricted
to the preferred embodiments described above, but many
possibilities to modi?cations thereof Will be apparent to a
person With skill in the art Without departing from the basic
idea of the invention as de?ned in the appended claims.

[0072] It is of course possible to determine the eXact siZe
of the time overlap betWeen the tWo commutation processes
depending upon different commutation parameters, such as
the magnitude of the phase current measured With respect to

the peak value of the phase current during a period thereof,
While ensuring that the above conditions are met.

1. A converter comprising:

in opposite polarity With respect to each other, in Which
the resonance circuit further comprises for each main
valve at least one capacitive member (15), Which is
connected in series With said inductor (17) and auXil

iary valve (18) and in parallel With the main valve (2,

3),
means (31) for measuring the phase current (iph) in the
phase output, and
a control arrangement (24) for controlling turn on and turn
off of the controllable semiconductor devices of the
main valves and the controllable semiconductor com

ponents of the auXiliary valve, in Which the control
arrangement, When carrying out the commutation pro
cess, is adapted to deliver control signals to main valves

and auXiliary valve participating in the commutation
process for turning them on and off at different times in
a determined order for changing the phase potential on

the phase output from the potential of one of said poles
to that of the other pole,
characteriZed in that the control arrangement, When car

rying out tWo subsequent said commutation processes

for changing the phase potential on the phase output
from the potential of a ?rst of the poles to that of a

second of the poles and then back to that of the ?rst pole

and When the time integral of the difference voltage by
Which the phase potential deviates from the potential of
the ?rst pole is desired to be reduced With respect to
What is obtainable by a method in Which a conventional
commutation ?rst is made from one pole to the other

pole and thereafter Without any delay a conventional
commutation is made back to the ?rst pole, is adapted
to start the second commutation process at a start time

lying in a period before an end time for completing the
?rst commutation process, and that the control arrange
ment (24) is adapted to make the limits for the time
interval betWeen said start time and end time depending

upon information about the magnitude of the phase
current received from said means (31).
2. A converter according to claim 1, characteriZed in that

it comprises members (32) adapted to compare the phase
current measured by said means With iYes’ in Which

a series connection of at least tWo main valves (2, 3)

betWeen tWo poles (4, 5), a positive and a negative one,
of a direct voltage side of the converter, said main
valves each comprising a controllable semiconductor
device and a rectifying member connected in anti

parallel thereWith, an alternating voltage phase line
being connected to a midpoint (10), called phase out

A.

Ud

= 7

CS
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in Which Ud is the voltage betWeen said tWo poles on the
direct voltage side of the converter, LauX is the inductance of

put, of the series connection betWeen tWo main valves

the resonance circuit and C5 the sum of the total snubber

While dividing the series connection into tWo equal

capacitance connected in series for said main valves and
When present the capacitance of a capacitor possibly located
betWeen the phase output and the intermediate link mid
point, and that the control arrangement is adapted to make
the limits for said time interval depending upon the result of

parts,
a series connection of at least tWo intermediate link

capacitors (7, 8) betWeen the tWo poles (4, 5) of the
direct voltage side of the converter, Which series con

nection through a midpoint (9), called intermediate link
midpoint, is divided into tWo equal parts,

this comparison.
3. A converter according to claim 2, characteriZed in that

the control arrangement (24) is adapted to determine the

a resonance circuit (16) comprising a series connection of

limits for said time interval according to a ?rst basic

an inductor (17) and an auXiliary valve (18) betWeen
the phase output (10) and the intermediate link mid

principle if the comparing member shoWs that the phase
current is higher than ires and according to a second principle

point (9), said auXiliary valve comprising at least tWo

different from the ?rst one if the comparing member shoWs

controllable semiconductor components (20) arranged

that the phase current is loWer than ires.
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4. A converter according to any of claims 1-3, character
iZed in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, in a
state in Which the phase current ?oWs through a controllable
semiconductor device (13) of a ?rst main valve at the time
for starting the ?rst of said tWo commutation processes,
carry out the tWo commutation processes by delivering

control signals in the folloWing order:
in a ?rst step a turn-off signal to the controllable semi

conductor device (13) conducting the phase current in
the ?rst main valve,
in a second step a turn-on signal to the controllable

semiconductor component (20), Which had initially no

voltage thereacross, of the auxiliary valve (18),
in a third step a turn-on signal to said controllable

semiconductor device (13) in the ?rst main valve When

the capacitive member (15) associated thereWith has
been discharged so that the voltage across this main
valve has fallen to substantially Zero, and
in a fourth step a turn-off signal to the controllable

semiconductor component (20) of the auxiliary valve
turned on in the second step, and that the control

arrangement (24) is adapted to send the turn-on signal
to the controllable semiconductor component of the

auxiliary valve in the second step before the voltage
across said ?rst main valve has become approximately
just as high as the intermediate link voltage betWeen

said tWo poles (4, 5) of the direct voltage side of the
converter.

5. A converter according to claims 2 and 4, characteriZed

in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, When
information delivered by said comparing member (32) about
a higher phase current iph than ires in the second step send the
turn-on signal to the controllable semiconductor component
of the auxiliary valve before the voltage across the ?rst main
valve after turning off thereof Would have reached said pole

direct voltage.

commutation processes by in a ?rst step send a turn-on

signal to that controllable semiconductor component (20)
Which has a voltage thereacross in the auxiliary valve (13‘)
and a turn-off signal to the controllable semiconductor

device connected in anti-parallel to the rectifying member
(14‘) conducting the phase current in the other main valve.
9. A converter according to claim 8, characteriZed in that
the control arrangement (24) is adapted to carry out said tWo

subsequent commutation processes by delivering in the
folloWing order:
in a ?rst step a said turn-on signal and a said turn-off

signal to the controllable semiconductor component
(20) of the auxiliary valve and the controllable semi
conductor device (13‘) connected in anti-parallel With

the conducting rectifying member (14‘), respectively,
in a second step a turn-on signal to the controllable

semiconductor device (13) in the ?rst main valve When
as a consequence of the ?rst step the capacitive member

(15) associated thereWith has been discharged so that
the voltage across this valve has become substantially
Zero,

in a third step a turn-off signal to the controllable semi
conductor device (13) of the ?rst main valve turned on

in the second step,
in a fourth step a turn-off signal to the controllable

semiconductor component (20) of the auxiliary valve
turned on in the ?rst step.

10. A converter according to claims 2 and 9, characteriZed

in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, When the
comparing member (32) delivers information about a higher
phase current
than ires, in the third step send the turn-off
signal to the controllable semiconductor device of the ?rst
main valve at or after the time When the current through said

auxiliary valve ires has decreased beloW

I'm-(511241652

6. A converter according to claim 5, characteriZed in that

11. Aconverter according to claims 2 and 9, characteriZed

the control arrangement (24) is adapted to in the second step

in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, When
receiving information from the comparing member (32)

send said turn-on signal to the controllable semiconductor

component (20) of the auxiliary valve substantially at the
same time as sending the turn-off signal to the controllable

semiconductor device (13) of the ?rst main valve in the ?rst

step.
7. A converter according to claims 2 and 4, characteriZed

in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, When
information is delivered by said comparing member (32)
about a loWer phase current iph than ires, in the second step
send the turn-on signal to the controllable semiconductor
component of the auxiliary valve When the voltage us across
said ?rst main valve as a result of the turning-off in the ?rst
step has increased to be just as high or exceeded

about a loWer phase current
than ires, send said turn-off
signal in the third step to the controllable semiconductor
device (13) of the ?rst main valve With a time delay greater
than Zero With respect to the delivery of said turn-on signal
in the second step.
12. A converter according to claims 2 and 8, characteriZed

in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, When
receiving information from the comparing member (32)
about a loWer phase current (iph) than ires When starting said
?rst of said tWo commutation processes, send a turn-off

signal to said controllable semiconductor component (20) of
the auxiliary valve as the ?rst control signal folloWing the
signals delivered in the ?rst step.
13. Aconverter according to claim 11 or 12, characteriZed

in that the control arrangement (24) is for in?uencing the
second of said tWo commutation processes in accelerating
direction adapted to send a turn-on signal to the controllable

8. A converter according to any of claims 1-3, character

semiconductor component of the auxiliary valve being
arranged in opposite polarity With respect to the semicon

iZed in that the control arrangement (24) is adapted to, When

ductor component turned on in the ?rst step before the

the ?rst commutation process is started at a time When the

current in the resonance circuit has decreased to Zero so as

phase current ?oWs through a rectifying member of one of
the main valves, here called second, start the ?rst of said tWo

conduct current in the opposite direction after a Zero cross

to make the resonance circuit (16) able to continue to
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ing of the current in the resonance circuit for accelerated

discharging the capacitive member (15) associated With said
rectifying member (14‘) and starting a conduction of the

rectifying member again.
14. A method for controlling a converter, Which com

prises:
a series connection of at least tWo main valves (2, 3)

betWeen tWo poles (4, 5), a positive and a negative one,
of a direct voltage side of the converter, said main
valves each comprising a controllable semiconductor
device and a rectifying member connected in anti

conventional commutation is made back to the ?rst
pole, the second commutation process is started at a
time lying in a period before an end time for completing
the ?rst commutation process, and that the limits for the
time interval betWeen said start time and end time is

made dependent upon the magnitude of the measured
phase current.
15. A method according to claim 14, characteriZed in that
the measured phase current is compared With ires’ in Which

parallel thereWith, an alternating voltage phase line
being connected to a midpoint (10), called phase out

Ud

c,

put, of the series connection betWeen tWo main valves

2

1w

While dividing the series connection into tWo equal

parts,
a series connection of at least tWo intermediate link

in Which Ud is the voltage betWeen said tWo poles on the
direct voltage side of the converter, LauX is the inductance of

capacitors (7, 8) betWeen the tWo poles (4, 5) of the

the resonance circuit and C5 the sum of the total snubber

direct voltage side of the converter, Which series con

capacitance connected in series for said main valves and
When present the capacitance of a capacitor possibly located
betWeen the phase output and the intermediate link mid
point, and that the control arrangement is adapted to make
the limits for said time interval depending upon the result of

nection through a midpoint (9), called intermediate link
midpoint, is divided into tWo equal parts,
a resonance circuit (16) comprising a series connection of

an inductor (17) and an auXiliary valve (18) betWeen
the phase output (10) and the intermediate link mid
point (9), said auXiliary valve comprising at least tWo

controllable semiconductor components (20) arranged
in opposite polarity With respect to each other, in Which
the resonance circuit further comprises for each main

valve at least one capacitive member (15), Which is
connected in series With said inductor (17) and auXil

iary valve (18) and in parallel With the main valve (2,

3),
means (31) for measuring the phase current (iph) in the
phase output, and

this comparison.
16. A method according to claim 15, characteriZed in that
the limits for said time interval is determined according to a

?rst basic principle if said comparison shoWs that the phase
current is higher than ires and according to a second basic
principle different from the ?rst one if the comparison shoWs
that the phase current is loWer than ires.
17. A method according to any of claims 14-16, charac
teriZed in that in a state in Which the phase current ?oWs
through the controllable semiconductor device of a ?rst
main valve at the time for starting the ?rst of said tWo
commutation processes the tWo commutation processes are

carried out by delivering control signals in the folloWing
a control arrangement (24) for controlling turn on and turn
off of the controllable semiconductor devices of the
main valves and the controllable semiconductor com

order:
in a ?rst step a turn-off signal to the controllable semi

ponents of the auXiliary valve, in Which the control
arrangement, When carrying out the commutation pro

conductor device (13) conducting the phase current in
the ?rst main valve,

cess, is adapted to deliver control signals to main valves

in a second step a turn-on signal to the controllable

and auXiliary valve participating in the commutation
process for turning them on and off at different times in
a determined order for changing the phase potential on

semiconductor component (20), Which had initially no

voltage thereacross, of the auXiliary valve (18),

the phase output from the potential of one of said poles

in a third step a turn-on signal to said controllable

to that of the other pole, and in Which the control
arrangement is adapted to, When a measured value of
the phase current eXceeds a predetermined value, When
starting a said commutation process With the phase
current ?oWing through a controllable semiconductor
device of a main valve, carry out the commutation
process Without assistance of the resonance circuit,

semiconductor device in the ?rst main valve When the

characteriZed in that, When carrying out tWo subsequent
said commutation processes for changing the phase
potential on the phase output from the potential of the
?rst one of the poles to that of the second of the poles
and then back to that of the ?rst pole and When the time

integral of the difference voltage by Which the phase
potential deviates from the potential of the ?rst pole is
desired to be made loWer than obtainable by a method
in Which a conventional commutation is ?rst done from
one pole to the other and then Without any delay a

capacitive member (15) associated thereWith has been
discharged so that the voltage across this main valve
has fallen to substantially Zero, and
in a fourth step a turn-off signal to the controllable

semiconductor component (20) of the auXiliary valve
turned on in the second step, and that the turn-on signal
is in the second step sent to the controllable semicon

ductor component of the auXiliary valve before the
voltage across said ?rst main valve has become
approximately just as high as the intermediate link

voltage betWeen said tWo poles (4, 5) of the direct
voltage side of the converter.
18. A method according to claims 15 and 17, character
iZed in that When the comparison delivers a result that the
phase current is higher than ires the turn-on signal is in the
second step is sent to the controllable semiconductor com
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ponent of the auxiliary valve before the voltage across the
?rst main valve (2) after turning this off Would have reached
said intermediate link voltage.
19. A method according to claim 18, characteriZed in that
in the second step said turn-on signal is sent to the control

lable semiconductor component (20) of the auxiliary valve
substantially at the same time as sending the turn-off signal
to the controllable semiconductor device of the ?rst main
valve in the ?rst step.
20. A method according to claims 15 and 17, character
iZed in that When said comparison delivers a result that the
phase current is loWer than ires the turn-on signal is in the
second step sent to the controllable semiconductor compo
nent (20) of the auxiliary valve When the voltage us across
said ?rst main valve as a result of the turning-off in the ?rst
step has increased to be just as high or exceeded

U
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21. A method according to any of claims 14-16, charac
teriZed in that When starting the ?rst commutation process at
a time When the phase current ?oWs through a rectifying
member (14‘) of one of the main valves, here called second,
the ?rst of said tWo commutation processes is started by in
a ?rst step send a turn-on signal to the controllable semi

conductor component (20) having a voltage thereacross of
the auxiliary valve (18) and a turn-off signal to the control

lable semiconductor device (13‘) connected in anti-parallel
With the rectifying member conducting the phase current in
the second main valve
22. A method according to claim 21, characteriZed in that
said tWo subsequent commutation processes are carried out

by delivering in the folloWing order:
in a ?rst step a said turn-on signal and a said turn-off

signal to the controllable semiconductor component
(20) of the auxiliary valve and the controllable semi
conductor device (13‘) connected in anti-parallel With

the conducting rectifying member (14‘), respectively,
in a second step a turn-on signal to the controllable

in a fourth step a turn-off signal to the controllable

semiconductor component (20) of the auxiliary valve
turned on in the ?rst step.

23. A method according to claims 15 and 22, character
iZed in that When said comparison delivers a result that the

phase current is higher than ires the turn-off signal is in the
third step sent to the controllable semiconductor device (13)
of the ?rst main valve at or after the time When the current

through said auxiliary valve ires has decreased beloW

Eli-“P11241652
24. A method according to claims 15 and 22, character
iZed in that When said comparison delivers a result that the
phase current is loWer than ires said turn-off signal is in the
third step sent to the controllable semiconductor device (13)
of the ?rst main valve With a time delay With respect to the
sending of the turn-on signal in the second step.
25. A method according claims 15 and 21, characteriZed
in that When said comparison delivers a result that the phase
current is loWer than ires a turn-off signal is at the beginning
of the ?rst of said tWo commutation processes sent to said

controllable semiconductor component (20) of the auxiliary
valve as a ?rst control signal folloWing the signals delivered
in the ?rst step.
26. A method according to claim 24 or 25, characteriZed
in that for in?uencing the second of said tWo commutation
processes in accelerating direction a turn-on signal is sent to
the controllable semiconductor component of the auxiliary

valve (20), Which is arranged in opposite polarity With
respect to the semiconductor component turned on in the
?rst step before the current in the resonance circuit has fallen
to Zero for enabling the resonance circuit (16) to continue to
conduct current in the opposite direction after a Zero
crossing of the current in the resonance circuit for an

accelerated discharging of the capacitive member associated
With said rectifying member and starting the conducting of
the rectifying member again.
27. Acomputer program directly loadable into the internal
memory of a digital computer and comprising softWare code
portions for carrying out the steps according to any of claims
14-26 When the program is run on a computer.

semiconductor device (13) in the ?rst main valve (2)

28. A computer program according to claim 27 provided

When as a consequence of the ?rst step the capacitive

at least partially through a netWork as the Internet.
29. A computer readable medium having a program

member (15) associated thereWith has been discharged
so that the voltage across this valve has become sub

stantially Zero,
in a third step a turn-off signal to the controllable semi
conductor device (13) of the ?rst main valve turned on

in the second step,

recorded thereon, in Which the program is adapted to make
a computer carry out the steps according to any of claims
14-26.

